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Advances and Case Studies, R. K. Mehra and D. G. Lainiotis, Eds. New York: Academic, 1976. P. E. Caines, "Prediction error identification methods for stationary stochastic processes," IEEE Trans. Automat. Contr., vol. AC-21, pp. 500-505, Aug. 1976 . J. Rissanen and P. E. Gaines, "The strong consistency of maximum likelihood estimators for ARMA processes," Ann. Math. Statist., vol. 7, pp. 297-315, March 1979. The Capacity of the Semideterministic Relay Channel ABBAS EL GAMAL AND MOHAMMAD AREF Abstract-The capacity of the class of relay channels with sender xl, a relay sender x2, a relay receiver y, = /(x1, x2), and ultimate receiver y is proved to be The relay channel (%, X '&, p(y,y, 1 x,, x,), 9 X 9,) is a model for the communication between a sender x, and a receiver y through two paths; a direct path from x, to y, and a path from Manuscript received September 5, 1979; revised June 16, 1981 IT-28, NO. 3, MAY 1982 x, to y through the relay (y,, x2). .The relationship among the received symbols y and y, and the transmitted ones x, and x2 is given by the probability transition matrix p( y, y, 1 x,, x2). The problem of finding the capacity of the relay channel (i.e., maximum rate of transmission from x, to y) was first studied by van der Muelen [l] . In [2] Cover and El Gamal established the capacity when the relay channel is degraded, reversely degraded, and when feedback is added from the receivers y and y, to both senders x, and x2. A general upper bound to capacity and an achievable rate (lower bound) were also established in [2] .
In this note, we show that a special case of the lower bound to the capacity given in [2, theorem 71 is in fact the capacity when the relay receiver y, is a deterministic function of x, and x2. First, recall the following version of [2, theorem 71. 
where the supremum is taken over all joint probability mass functions of the form P~~,~~~I~~2~Y~Y,~~,~=P~~~~~I~~P~~,I~~P~~2I~~
.P(Y, Y, I x,9 X,)P(3, I x2, Y,, u>, (4 subject to the constraint
Now, substituting Y, = 0, Y = X,, and U = (X2, Q) in (I)- (3), we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem: For any relay channel, the following rate R, is achievable:
R. = SUP min{Z(X,, X2; Y>, Z<Q; Y, I X2> + Z(x,; YI X2, Q)}, (4) where the supremum is over all probability mass functions of the form PC49 %x2+Y,) =P(4,x,,x2)P(Y,Y,l~,,~2),
and Q is an arbitrary random variable. 
Proof: That (6) is a special case of R, can be easily seen by setting Q = Y,. The converse part of the corollary follows easily from the outer bound of [2, theorem 41 , and the fact that if Y, =f(x,, x2>, then 1(X,; Y, Y, I X2) = WY, I X2) + 1(X,; YI X2, Y,), and the corollary is proved.
Remarks: If both y and y, are deterministic functions of (x,, x2), i.e., if the relay channel is deterministic, then it follows from the corollary that the capacity is given by c=~~~:{H(Y),H(Y,Y,IX,)}.
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